NEW IN PAPERBACK

THE MEDIEVAL BOOK AND A MODERN COLLECTOR
Essays in Honour of Toshiyuki Takamiya
Edited by TAKAMI MATSUDA, RICHARD A. LINENTHAL & JOHN SCAHILL
The first paperback edition of this acclaimed study of English medieval manuscripts and early printed books, many items from Professor Takamiya’s own collection.

[A] beautifully produced and scholarly volume [that] approaches infallibility: not only its recipients but the editors, contributors, and all involved in its preparation and production should feel honoured by it. THE LIBRARY

Physically splendid [with] an astonishingly large number of plates. A feast of a festschrift, a banquet of a book that should not be missed. RICARDIAN

£35/$60 March 2015
978 1 84384 405 1
82 b/w illus.; 552pp, 27 x 18.3cm, PB

D.S. BREWER

THE THORNEY LIBER VITAE
(LONDON, BRITISH LIBRARY, ADDITIONAL MS 40,000, FOLS 1-12R)
Edition, Facsimile and Study
Edited by LYNDA ROLLASON

Begun at Thorney Abbey in Cambridgeshire in the late eleventh century and continuing into the twelfth, the Thorney Liber vitae, records the hundreds of names of those associated with the abbey. Apart from its significance as a memorial book, it is of considerable interest for historical, linguistic and prosopographical research - and for information on an important Fenland abbey. This volume provides the first printed edition of the text, and a facsimile.

£95/$165 June 2015
978 1 78327 010 1, Library e-book 978 1 78204 482 6
24 colour & 12 b/w illus.; 387pp, 27 x 21cm, HB

BOYDELL PRESS

FORTHCOMING

THE AUCHINLECK MANUSCRIPT: NEW PERSPECTIVES
Edited by SUSANNA FEIN

The Auchinleck manuscript (Edinburgh, National Library of Wales Advocates MS 19.2.1) is of crucial importance as the first book designed to convey in the English language an ambitious range of secular romance and chronicle, but its origins are mysterious. These essays answer a number of questions as to its making, contents, scribes, and other matters.

£60/$99 March 2016
978 1 90315 365 9
6 b/w illus.; 256pp, 23.4 x 15.6cm, HB

Manuscript Culture in the British Isles
York Medieval Press

NEW

WRITING EUROPE, 500-1450
Texts and Contexts
Edited by AIDAN CONTI, ORIETTA DA ROLD & PHILIP SHAW
From a pan-European perspective these essays examine the prolonged and varied processes through which Europe’s different parts entered into modern reading, writing and communicative practices, drawing on a range of approaches and perspectives; they consider material culture, multilingualism in texts and books, book history, readers, audience and scribes across the middle ages.

£30/$50 October 2015
978 1 84384 415 0
23 b/w illus.; 216pp, 21.6 x 13.8cm, HB

D.S. BREWER

THE PETERBOROUGH VERSION OF THE ANGLO-SAXON CHRONICLE
Rewriting Post-Conquest History
MALASREE HOME

The first full-length critical study of the Peterborough version of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. It focuses on the ways in which it is a particular product of its place and time, putting it into the context of the writing of local and national histories at Peterborough (then an important monastic centre), and examining the alterations and modifications the Peterborough monks made to their source.

£60/$99 March 2015
978 1 78327 001 9, Library e-book 978 1 78204 469 7
196pp, 23.4 x 15.6, HB

Anglo-Saxon Studies

BOYDELL PRESS

FORTHCOMING

THE PROSE BRUT AND OTHER LATE MEDIEVAL CHRONICLES
Books have their Histories. Essays in Honour of Lister M. Matheson
Edited by JACLYN RAJSIC, ERIK KOOPER & DOMINIQUE HOCH

The essays in this volume consider different aspects of late medieval English chronicles. They look at such matters as the history of the book; the Chronicles’ use of portents and prodigies; the use they make of history; and their owners, scribes, and editors. There is a particular focus on one of the most important chronicles, the Brut, and the tradition it founded.

£60/$99 March 2016
978 1 90315 366 6
11 b/w illus.; 272pp, 23.4 x 15.6cm, HB

Manuscript Culture in the British Isles
York Medieval Press
THE INDEX OF MIDDLE ENGLISH PROSE
Handlist XXII: Manuscripts in Christ’s, Emmanuel, Jesus, Selwyn and Sidney Sussex Colleges, Peterhouse and Trinity Hall, Cambridge
ANGELA M. LUCAS
This volume provides detailed descriptions of Middle English prose materials found in the important manuscript collections of seven Cambridge Colleges: Christ’s, Emmanuel, Jesus, Selwyn and Sidney Sussex Colleges, Peterhouse and Trinity Hall. The texts fall roughly into two categories: religious and devotional, or scientific. They include Wycliffite texts and The Equatorie of the Planetis.
£60/$99 February 2016
978 1 84384 422 8
200pp, 24.4 x 17.2cm, HB
Index of Middle English Prose

SEALS IN MEDIEVAL LONDON, 1050-1300: A CATALOGUE
JOHN MCEWAN
This richly illustrated volume provides the most complete catalogue to date of known surviving seals from the city of London and its immediate hinterland for the period from the eve of the Norman Conquest to c.1300. It reproduces and lists private as well as institutional and official seals. Colour images of the seals themselves are accompanied by detailed descriptions, while an extensive index serves as an invaluable tool for the navigation of the complex personal nomenclature of the period.
£50/$120 January 2016
978 0 90095 256 2
1439 colour illus.; 272pp, 29.7 x 21cm, HB
London Record Society: Extra Series
London Record Society

MIDDLE ENGLISH TEXTS IN TRANSITION
A Festschrift dedicated to Toshiyuki Takamiya on his 70th birthday
Edited by SIMON HOROBIN & LINNE R. MOONEY
This exciting collection is centred on late medieval English manuscripts and their texts. It offers new insights into the works of canonical literary writers, including John Gower, William Langland, Walter Hilton and Nicholas Love, as well as lesser-known texts and manuscripts. It also considers medieval books, their producers, readers, and collectors. It is thus a fitting tribute to one of the foremost scholars of the history of the book, Professor Toshiyuki Takamiya.
£60/$99 July 2014
978 1 90315 353 6, Library e-book 978 1 78204 275 4
20 colour & 20 b/w illus.; 359pp, 23.4 x 15.6cm, HB
Manuscript Culture in the British Isles
York Medieval Press

ROBERT THORNTON AND HIS BOOKS
Essays on the Lincoln and London Thornton Manuscripts
Edited by SUSANNA FEIN & MICHAEL JOHNSTON
The books of Robert Thornton (c.1397 - c.1465) comprise a rare repository of varied English and Latin literary, religious and medical texts that survived the dissolution of the monasteries. Because of the extraordinary nature of his collection editors and scholars have long been deeply interested in uncovering Thornton’s habits as a private, amateur scribe.
Thorton’s collections will remain an essential resource for an understanding of the literary history, and to some extent the mentalité of his time. TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT
£60/$99 2014
978 1 90315 351 2, Library e-book 978 1 78204 273 0
26 b/w illus.; 306pp, 23.4 x 15.6cm, HB
Manuscript Culture in the British Isles
York Medieval Press

ENGLISH VERNACULAR MINUSCULE FROM ÆTHELRED TO CNUT, CIRCA 990 – CIRCA 1035
PETER A. STOKES
A new, distinct script, English vernacular minuscule, emerged in the 990s, used for writing in Old English. It appeared at a time of great political and social upheaval, with Danish incursions and conquest, continuing monastic reform, and an explosion of writing and copying in the vernacular. The writings in which it is used have rarely, however, been studied as a group. This book offers a comprehensive analysis of this important script.
£60/$99 2014
978 1 84384 369 6, Library e-book 978 1 78204 240 2
20 b/w illus.; 306pp, 23.4 x 15.6cm, HB
Publications of the Manchester Centre for Anglo-Saxon Studies
York Medieval Press
A COMPANION TO THE EARLY PRINTED BOOK IN BRITAIN, 1476-1558
Edited by VINCENT GILLESPIE & SUSAN POWELL
This companion provides the first full-scale guide to the origins and development of the early printed book, covering the significant cultural, social and technological developments from 1476 (the introduction of printing to England) to 1558 (the death of Mary Tudor).
An essential volume [which] deserves a place on every shelf. This is a book that no one will regret acquiring and whose insights should definitively shape future discussion of this subject. THE MEDIEVAL REVIEW
The editors are to be congratulated in pulling together such a significant amount of the recent academic endeavor within this fascinating field of study.

SIXTEENTH CENTURY JOURNAL
£60/$99 2014
978 1 84384 363 4, Library e-book 978 1 78204 209 9
32 b/w illus.; 402pp, 23.4 x 15.6cm, HB

READING AND WAR IN FIFTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLAND
From Lydgate to Malory
CATHERINE NALL
An investigation into the connections between military and literary culture in the late medieval period, and how warfare shaped such texts as Malory's Morte.
A deeply founded, perceptive, and clear study of the close engagement of English literary culture with the military mentality of the late Middle Ages, a book that connects and illuminates a wide range of disparate textual materials. STUDIES IN THE AGE OF CHAUCER
£50/$90 2012
978 1 84384 324 5, Library e-book 978 1 84615 977 0
198pp, 23.4 x 15.6cm, HB

PUBLISHING BUSINESS IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLAND
JAMES RAVEN
Publishing Business assesses the contribution of the business press to the economic transformation of England in the long eighteenth century. A pivotal change in the book trades, apparent from the late seventeenth century, was the increased separation of printers from bookseller-publishers, from the skilled artisan to the bookseller-financier.
£17.99/$29.95 2014
978 1 84383 910 1, e-book 978 1 78204 373 7
Library e-book 978 1 78204 372 0
348pp, 23.4 x 15.6cm, PB
People, Markets, Goods: Economies and Societies in History

SCRIBES AND THE CITY
London Guildhall Clerks and the Dissemination of Middle English Literature, 1375-1425
LINNE R. MOONEY & ESTELLE STUBBS
Scribes played a crucial part in the flourishing and availability of literature in English during the time of Chaucer. This book reveals for the first time who they were, where and how they worked, and the crucial role they played in bringing this literature to a wider public.
This most remarkable study...explains much better than ever before the conditions of how late medieval English literature was created, produced, copied, and disseminated. MEDIAEVISTIK
Offers an exciting insight into the discussion of medieval book production. [It] is a significant contribution and...an achievement to be celebrated. AMARC NEWSLETTER
£45/$80 2013
978 1 90315 340 6
53 b/w illus.; 168pp, 21 x 29.7cm, HB

A CONCEPTUS OF SCRIBAL HANDS WRITING ENGLISH, 960-1100
DONALD SCRAGG
The first comprehensive annotated list of the scribal hands whose work survives from the time of the Benedictine Reform under King Edgar to that of the generation succeeding the Norman Conquest. More than a thousand hands are listed, together with details of their work, which ranges from a few words or sentences in marginalia to multiple volumes.
A profoundly useful and important work. THE MEDIEVAL REVIEW
Will become a fundamental reference point for scholars wishing to investigate Old English language and written culture. TOEBI NEWSLETTER
£75/$130 2012
978 1 84384 286 6
4 b/w illus.; 116pp, 21 x 29.7cm, HB
Publications of the Manchester Centre for Anglo-Saxon Studies

LONDON’S NEWS PRESS AND THE THIRTY YEARS WAR
JAYNE E.E. BOYS
A topical subject offering interesting parallels between the news revolution in the age of James I and Charles I and our internet age. An important contribution to the history of print and books.
HISTORY TODAY
A very significant contribution to our understanding of the reporting of the Thirty Years War, and foreign news generally, in the early London periodical press.
LIBRARY & INFORMATION HISTORY
£25/$45 2014
978 1 84383 934 7, PB
6 b/w illus.; 348pp, 23.4 x 15.6cm
Studies in Early Modern Cultural, Political and Social History

MODERN
DISTANT READINGS
Topologies of German Culture in the Long Nineteenth Century
Edited by MATT ERLIN & LYNNE TATLOCK

In nineteenth-century Germany, breakthroughs in printing technology and an increasingly literate populace led to an unprecedented print production boom that has long presented scholars with a challenge: how to read it all? This collection explores the concept of “distant reading” and its application to the analysis of this vast body of work.

£60/$95 2014
978 1 57113 539 1, e-book 978 1 57113 896 5
40 colour & 38 b/w illus.; 394pp, 23.4 x 15.6cm, HB

Studies in German Literature Linguistics and Culture

CAMDEN HOUSE

PREACHING IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY LONDON
JENNIFER FAROOQ

Examines how the role of preachers evolved in response to the great upheavals of the eighteenth century and explores the impact of sermons on society by looking at contemporary perceptions of preaching, trends in the publication of sermons, the process of the publication and the distribution of sermons.

A treasure trove of useful discussion for any historian of eighteenth-century England, especially those interested in book history and in the social and political interventions of religious bodies. AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW

£65/$115 2013
978 1 84383 871 5, Library e-book 978 1 78204 232 7
360pp, 23.4 x 15.6cm, HB

Studies in Modern British Religious History

BOYDELL PRESS

WOMEN AND PRINT CULTURE IN POST-INDEPENDENCE BUENOS AIRES
IONA MACINTYRE

Pamphlets, a history book, conduct literature and periodical literature of the 1820s demonstrate the impact of transatlantic print networks, such as the book trade and translations from Britain, France, and Spain, on the discussion of the woman question in post-independence Buenos Aires.

Should be required reading for those specializing in book history and gender issues during independence in any region of Latin America. THE AMERICAS

£60/$99 2010
978 1 85566 196 7, Library e-book 978 1 84615 809 4
224pp, 23.4 x 15.6cm, HB

Monografías

Boysell

THE GERMAN BESTSELLER IN THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY
Edited by CHARLOTTE WOODFORD & BENEDICT SCHOFIELD

The late nineteenth century was a crucial period for the development of German fiction, for it witnessed the rise of the mass market, and with it the bestseller. These successful, popular works, long neglected by scholars, are the focus of this collection.

Handsome produced and expertly edited...The essays are often fascinating and always informative. TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT

£55/885 2012
978 1 57113 487 5, Library e-book 978 1 57113 778 4
11 b/w illus.; 296pp, 23.4 x 15.6cm, HB

Studies in German Literature Linguistics and Culture

CAMDEN HOUSE

BRITISH LITERATURE AND PRINT CULTURE
Edited by SANDRO JUNG

These essays offer examinations of bibliographical matters, publishing practices, the illustration of texts in a variety of engraved media, little-studied print culture genres, the critical and editorial fortunes of individual works, and the significance of the complex interrelationships that authors entertained with booksellers, publishers, and designers.

Shows how the established methodologies of the history of the book can combine fruitfully with tools derived from textual and illustration studies. JOURNAL OF THE EDINBURGH BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY

£30/$50 2013
978 1 84384 343 6, Library e-book 978 1 78204 199 3
4 colour & 40 b/w illus.; 239pp, 21.6 x 13.8cm, HB

Essays and Studies

D.S. BREWER

ROYALISM, PRINT AND CENSORSHIP IN REVOLUTIONARY ENGLAND
JASON McELLIGOTT

Print has always been seen as a radical, destabilizing force: an agent of social change and revolution. This volume, a study of a remarkable set of royalist newsbooks produced in conditions of strict secrecy in London during the late 1640s, demonstrates how lively, vibrant and exciting the use of print as an agent of conservatism could be.

A fine addition to the works in this field. TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT

£60/$99 2007
978 1 84383 323 9, Library e-book 978 1 84615 590 1
6 b/w illus.; 284pp, 23.4 x 15.6cm, HB

Studies in Early Modern Cultural, Political and Social History

Boysell

Order online at www.boydellandbrewer.com.
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